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Despite Alberto Pantoja's protestations to the contrary, the evidence demonstrates that gender was the overriding criterion, since no woman was ever appointed to serve as acting research leader (regardless of rank or time at the Unit) until all three women had filed formal complaints outside of the traditional ARS grievance process. When U.S. anti-discrimination laws were tentatively upheld in the Unit (August 2008), the first woman scientist was finally appointed to serve as acting research leader.


This material is part of a collection that documents the harassment, discrimination, and retaliation perpetrated against Alaska's women research scientists by their supervisor, with full knowledge (and arguably, "tacit approval") of their federal employer, the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
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Bonnie Furman was hired as a curator, not a research scientist, and she inherited the permanent technician of the (male) curator before her.





Dr. Furman quit her job within a few years, rather than stay and file (the inevitable) EEO complaints against the agency.
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                      Alberto Pantoja and Janis Contento were co-authors of SARU's Location Policy 
Manual, which clearly listed Ms. Contento as both the Primary and Secondary Contact for Civil Rights.
















Andrew Hammond had received numerous grievances from the three women research scientists being supervised by Alberto Pantoja, so Dr. Hammond should have been able to comment on the tenor/morale of the work environment in ARS's Alaska Unit. 














Dr. Hammond was well aware of the complaints against Dr. Pantoja, since every woman research scientist in Alaska had contacted 
                         him (repeatedly). 





























Ms. Contento certainly knew that Dr. Pantoja was required to host (as a consequence of the grievances being filed against him) all the trainings she mentioned.
















Unfortunately, Ms. Contento fails to state that (after witnessing Dr. Pantoja harass the Complainant) she felt compelled to intercede, thereby bringing a halt to the interaction.




















 A male scientist also stood up to stop Dr. Pantoja's verbal attack on the Complainant. 

This was a very serious incident, which is now being trivialized by Ms. Contento.














